MARCH NEWSLETTER
THE BULLMASTIFF AND THE BOERBOEL
From the Chair – continuing with the history of the Bullmastiff & the Boerboel in Southern
Africa.

A brief history of the Boerboel in Southern Africa
The history of the Boerboel* in Southern Africa could go back to 1652 when Jan van
Riebeeck arrived at the Cape of Good Hope bringing with him a Bullenbijter, a now extinct
breed.
According to Anemari Pretorius, renowned Boerboel breeder and Judge “the Boerboel was
bred from two main sources of genetic material: The Bullenbijter with early roots in Albania
and Syria - and the African dog of the black tribes of Africa” – or the Africanis as they are
referred to today.

The Bullenbijter of old

Africanis of today*

As these dogs moved with the Voortrekkers out of the Cape on the Great Trek (1838)
northwards they would have mixed and mingled along the way with both the indigenous
dogs and dogs brought in by the 1820 Settlers. Subsequently the ‘styles’ changed somewhat
depending as to where the trekkers went to and what mating’ s took place with which
available dogs. It is accepted that with the very harsh living conditions only the very hardiest
dogs survived.

Stuart Cloete, in his books Rags of Glory and Turning Wheels refers to the large ‘Mastiff
type’ dogs that accompanied the Boers on their movement to the north and during the
subsequent Anglo-Boer war (1899 -1902), while Bertus Grabe in his book Die Boerboele van
SuidelikeAfrikatalks of mating’s with the ‘Engelselangbeen Bulldog’ (long-legged English
Bulldog) and later in the 1940’s and early 1950’s mating’s with the Bullmastiff with the
possibility of inclusion of the St. Bernard and Great Dane. In all probability these dogs were
the forerunners of the present day Boerboel as on occasion some of these traits may be
seen in todays’ Boerboels.
Johan de Jager from Utrecht in Natal (now Kwa-Zulu Natal) is not only recorded as being one
of the first breeders of the Boerboel going back to the 1950’s but as ‘member No 1’ of the
first Club established for the Boerboel in 1983 – the SABT (Suid-Afrikaanse
BoerboelTelersvereniging or SA Boerboel Breeders Association).
The Boerboel is now controlled by the newly formed SABBS - South African Boerboel
Breeders’ Society established in 2014- which has replaced all the other Clubs. According to
the official website the SABBS “is the only organization authorized in terms of the SA Animal
Improvement Act No 62 of 1998 (AIA) to officially register the Boerboel.”
The Kennel Union of SA still recognizes the Boerboels registered on its books and these
Boerboel are welcome to enter and compete at any KUSA All Breeds Shows and the annual
Character & Breed Assessment now being performed under the auspices of the Cape
Bullmastiff Club.
Further negotiations between the KUSA and SABBS are ongoing at this point in time.
The main function of the Boerboel is, and always has been, for family protection and
guarding of the homestead.
Southern Africa has no restrictions on the Boerboel however countries like Bermuda and
Romania have a total ban on them, Singapore has restrictions and Russia has mandatory
registration with conditions and the Ukraine has conditions. 2015 saw Denmark become the
newest country to impose restrictions & regulations.

THE BULLMASTIFF AND THE BOERBOEL: 2016/7
GENERAL APPEARANCE

The body of the Boerboel (above) is approximately 15% longer than height at the withers
with a ratio of 2:1:1. It should be blocky, muscular and strong boned with a broad back &
the brisket should be to the elbow (a deep chest) & level backline. The neck has a
pronounced crest and flows into the sloping withers.

The Bullmastiff (above) has a powerful build and should be symmetrical and showing great
strength. A clumsy or cumbersome dog is not desired. Soundness & the ability to move with
speed & power are paramount alongside a high spirited and alert outlook.

HEADS/ EYES/EARS/DENTITION
The Boerboel: The head of the Boerboel should be impressive & a distinctive feature of the
breed. It should be blocky & broad with a stop that is not too pronounced or absent. The
skull should be square, flat & muscular with cheek bones that are well muscled but not too
prominent. A deep broad muzzle is required which should be slightly more than a third of
the total length of the head.
The eyes should be round and looking forward with tight dark lids with a colour that can
match the coat. The ears are v-shaped, set high and when alert produce a straight crown
line enhancing the shape & size of the head. Their length is far greater than the ears of the
Bullmastiff and may reach way down the cheek.
Complete dentition is mandatory with a scissor bite and evenly spaced teeth.

Boerboel heads
The Bullmastiff: the head is specific with the muzzle to stop to occiput ratio being 1/3rd to
2/3rdwith the head, skull & muzzle large, square& proportionate. There should be fair
wrinkle when alert &nil in repose. (Permanent wrinkle on the Bullmastiff head has become
an enormous problem in some countries.)
The eyes are a dark to hazel colour & of medium size (light or yellow eyes are highly
undesirable).
The tip of the ears should end at eye level when alert and the muzzle must be blunt &
square with black masking toning off to the eyes and enhancing the ear colour. These
requirements should not be negotiable. Shorter muzzles are undesirable and breeders are
advised to avoid breeding with such stock specifically due to the known health problem
relating to this brachycephalic breed.
The mouth is required to have the canine teeth large and set wide apart (hence the broad
muzzle) with well-spaced incisors. A level bite is preferred but a slightly undershot bite
accepted.

Bullmastiff heads

OFFICIAL COLOURS
There are three official colours to the Bullmastiff: ‘any shade of brindle, fawn or red, colour
to be pure and clear’ a small white spot the size of an adult fist is allowed on the chest.
(Refer for colour pictures under General Appearance)
(The Kennel Club UK country of origin & KUSA Breed Standard registered 1924)

The interim Boerboel Breed Standard (2015) refers to the required colours as ‘Brown (all
shades of tan & red), Fawn (yellow), and brindle with no specifications. White is allowed on
the dog but it may not be more than 1/3rd of the total base colour. There are no
specifications as to where the white should be placed e.g.: chest / legs / head / muzzle etc.
The proposed black colour and subsequent deviations of gunmetal / grey shading are under
investigation at present – however these colours are not thought to be of the original
colours. There is speculation, but no substantiation, that the black colour was brought in by
mating’s to the Corsa Dog (Italian Cane Corsa) or perhaps the black Labrador Retriever.

The gunmetal / grey and black Boerboel – these colours are under investigation

WEIGHTS AND SIZES
The Bullmastiff Breed Standard is specific and allows dogs to be between 64 to 69cms (or 25
to 27 ins) and weigh in at 50 to 59 kg (110-130lbs). Bitches should be 61 to 66cms (24 – 26
inches) and weigh in at 41-50 kgs (90to 110lbs). These weights & sizes should be nonnegotiable with dogs that are too big and too heavy classed as undesirable. The Judge
should apply the Faults paragraph when deciding on the winner.
The Boerboel has the following ratios listed:
Dogs72cms

too large & considered a fault

Bitches: 69cms

70 to 72

acceptable

67cms

64 to 70

desirable / correct

59 to 65

62 to 63

acceptable

55 to 58

60 to 61

fault

55 or less

TAIL
The Boerboel can have a natural tail or docked at the 3rdor 4thcaudial vertebrae. The
preference would be for a docked tail while the Bullmastiff’s tail must be natural and long
enough to reach the hocks.

Ch. Delatro Kardo was the first Boerboel to receive the coveted Character & Breed
Assessment status
MBISS Ch. Chizelhurst Chenjela was the first Bullmastiff to receive CBA status
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South West Africa was governed by South Africa until independence in 1989 when
the country became known as Namibia
Picture of the Africanis dog taken from The Story of the African Dog by Johan
Gallant& reproduced with permission. Refer www.africanis.co.za
Other photographs supplied by breeders as acknowledged below or property of
author
Boerboel: - farm dog of uncertain origin / a “lot of dog”/ farm dog
KUSA: Kennel Union of Southern Africa

Nicky Robertson Chizelhurst Bullmastiffs: KUSA affix registered 1989
NB: This article was written prior to the Kennel Club (UK) change to the Bullmastiff Breed
Standard and any further changes by SABBS to the Boerboel Breed Standard.
All rights reserved
The author is a KUSA registered Judge & is licenced to award the CC, CACIB & CBA to both
the Bullmastiff & Boerboel and has judged both breeds over 3 continents and has issued the
CBA & CC qualifications to both breeds locally.
She does not claim to be an expert on the Boerboel and relied on the below mentioned
Boerboel fanciers for some of the content and the photo’s published in this article.
Acknowledgements&thanks: KUSA, John Montagu, Christo Swanepoel, Anemari Pretorius
(The Boerboel South Africa’s Own), Beverli Steenkamp, Jan van Rijswijk, Bertus Grabe (Die
Boerboele van SuidelikeAfrika) Chris Pretorius, Norma Hush Photography and Edith Gallant.

***********

There is one copy of the World of Bullmastiff Manual
2013/4/5 available for purchase. Contact
info@capebullmastiffclub.co.za- Payments can be done in
instalments if requested
************

PUPS IN THE PIPELINE /PEN contact info@capebullmastiffclub.co.za

FAMILY SNAPS

THERE ARE ONLY TWO DAYS IN THE YEAR WHEN NOTHING CAN BE
DONE. ONE IS YESTERDAY AND THE OTHER IS TOMORROW. TODAY
IS ALWAYS IN YOUR HAND☺

CONGRATULATIONS TO CH. JUOHN DONNA GENESIS OF LORREL ON
ACHIEVING HER APT QUALIFICATION
“Donna” has some remarkable achievements – CGC (Gold) and Championship titles in both
Carting and Confirmation. She is also featured in the World of Bullmastiff Manual
2013/14/15.

Owner: Eleanor Gow of KZN
*****************
A MESSAGE TO OUR BREEDERS
Breeders are reminded of the CBC Code of Ethics – specifically paragraphs 18 / 26/ 28 and
31. Please take time out to familiarise yourself with these requirements.
www.capebullmastifclub.co.za
****************
The information in this magazine is confined to its members. Statements and opinions may
be expressed in this communication that are personal to the writers and do not necessarily
represent the views of the Club.
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